
3D Design: Lesson 2
Summer Term

Following lesson 1, we will now continue to build your skills 

and knowledge of how to create portraits of faces and facial 

features. Confidence in this will help you to make effective 

3D pieces later, like the ones on the next slide.

Although most of us do not have the materials at home to make 

the 3D pieces, we will be able to use this time to improve 

your understanding of the face, so that when we return you 

will be really confident to create 3D artworks that look 

realistic and effective.
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https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=dU0vdP043jQ

5 minute starter: Watch this video of a face being sculpted.
Q. Why are proportions important when representing a face?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dU0vdP043jQ


Lesson 2: who am 
eye?

Learning how the face is proportioned 

is something you may already have done 

in art. But is good to recap and 

improve.

We’ll start with eyes…

Remember that eyes are 3D and spherical 

- we only see a small part of them.



Lesson 2: who am eye?
Some of you chose the drawing task last lesson, we’re going 

to refine that skill now. Follow the stages on the next slide 

to create a realistic eye study step by step. There is a more 

challenging one too if you want to try it!

Ext. If you feel confident with it, you can attempt to make a 

page of eye drawings.



main task



Challenge task



Extension work



Lesson 2: who am eye?
● If you would like any more advice, please ask via 

school email.

P.S. On the next slide is a recipe to make paper clay 

- if you try it, let me know how you get on? It might 

be a good alternative to try at home.



https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=onmIiQVQxaU

Making Paper Clay

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onmIiQVQxaU

